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City Residential

City Residential is Liverpool’s award winning, premier residential agent specialising in city
living in Liverpool and across the Northwest. In addition to having one of the largest
residential teams in Liverpool we are also recognised as one of the leading northwest
residential specialists with our consultancy services respected throughout the industry.
Operating from Liverpool’s most prominent and modern showroom we offer a full range of
residential services across the Merseyside and Greater Manchester regions:
• Sales
• New Build Sales/advice/consultancy
• Lettings/Management
• PRS (Private Rented Sector) advice/consultancy and management
• Finance/Mortgages
• Investors Buying Service
• Property Consultancy/Market Research
• Student deals, finance and restructuring
• Bulk Deals & Investment Properties
• Ground Rent/Freehold Investments
• Serviced Apartment deals/leases
For further information contact Alan Bevan on 0151 231 6100 or 07970 498187
alan.bevan@cityresidential.co.uk
www.cityresidential.co.uk

Market Summary
Sales
•
•
•
•

Prices up 1.24% on quarter and 3.98% annually.
Rush to beat the stamp duty deadline on 31st March 2016 increases sales
Increasing interest in city from high net worth, long term investors buying prime stock
Chancery House scheme launches with remarkable success in first week

Sales and Completions Analysis
• Official figures show prices lower but caused by cheaper completions (studios etc)
• Completions steady at similar levels to last year
Sales (Developments)
• Orleans House in for planning for potential PRS scheme
• Primesite to develop Mersey House scheme on The Strand into apartments
• Exciting large schemes around Leeds Street – Eldonian, Bevington Bush
• Signature buys West Africa House and 1 Arthouse Square for residential schemes
Lettings
• Prices up 0.99% on quarter and 3.46% on year.
• Stock levels remain low and tenants keen to stay in existing tenancies
• Higher priced apartments renting very well to outside residents moving into city
• Liverpool licensing delays causing issues/lack of confidence in system
Private Rented Sector
• Inhabit’s purchase of Heaps Mill scheme for a £130 million development
• Announcement of 2nd phase £45 million 257 apartments at The Keel by Glenbrook
• Moda Living’ scheme for Princes Dock/Liverpool Waters gathering momentum
• Grainger’s purchase of Kings Dock Mill apartments for £14.5 million
Population Analysis
• Continued increase in population as new stock comes to market
Student Market
• 2 large schemes announced at Bevington Bush (1019 units) and Norton St (453 units)
• Pipeline of just under 10,000 units although slight “softening” in new activity
Freehold/Ground Rents
• Markets strong especially for quality residential stock - student less so.
Finance & Mortgage
• PRA said it wants lenders to make income checks more stringent for buy-to-let loans
• Rates continue to tighten – 2 year fixed 1.29% 5 year fixed 1.99% 10 year fixed 2.75%
Auction Results
• Slower quarter for auction activity levels
Headline BLOG
• “Liverpool enjoys investment boom!”

Liverpool City Centre/Docklands Pricing
AVERAGE PRICES
SALES City Centre
Apartment
Type
1 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed 2 Bath
2 Bed Duplex
2 Bed Penthouse
Average

Size
(Square ft)
550
625
725
900
1200

Average Price
£106,900
£133,300
£146,900
£167,560
£226,500
£156,232

% Change
3 Months
1.04%
1.21%
0.96%
1.51%
2.58%
1.46%

% Change
12 Months
3.69%
4.96%
4.56%
3.24%
6.34%
4.56%

% Change
3 Months
1.78%
0.00%
0.84%
0.99%
1.49%
1.02%

% Change
12 Months
3.44%
2.48%
2.32%
4.60%
4.21%
3.41%

% Change
3 Months
0.82%
0.78%
1.03%
0.60%
1.35%
0.92%

% Change
12 Months
1.84%
2.61%
3.48%
3.97%
2.87%
2.96%

% Change
3 Months
1.30%
1.15%
1.31%
0.97%
0.55%
1.06%

% Change
12 Months
2.15%
3.59%
4.24%
4.05%
5.81%
3.97%

SALES Docklands
Apartment
Type
1 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed 2 Bath
2 Bed Duplex
2 Bed Penthouse
Average

Size
(Square ft)
550
625
725
900
1200

Average Price
£120,200
£153,100
£167,800
£204,600
£272,500
£183,640

Figures include parking where available

LETTINGS City Centre
Apartment
Type
1 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed 2 Bath
2 Bed Duplex
2 Bed Penthouse
Average

Size
(Square ft)
550
625
725
900
1200

Average
Rental
£613
£728
£781
£844
£1,125
£818

LETTINGS Docklands
Apartment
Type
1 Bed
2 Bed
2 Bed 2 Bath
2 Bed Duplex
2 Bed Penthouse
Average

Size
(Square ft)
550
625
725
900
1200

Average
Rental
£625
£701
£772
£830
£1,098
£805

Figures assume parking where available and furnished to a decent standard

Liverpool City Centre/Docks Averages
Apartment
Type
Sales
Lettings

% Change
3 Months
1.24%
0.99%

% Change
12 Months
3.98%
3.46%

The sales figures are based upon a sample of apartments in the city/docklands and the prices that would be achieved in today’s market
conditions. They are not based on completed sales as the sample size would to be too low and could well result in wild variations in price.
The lettings figures are based upon market evidence. For each location a sample of 5 developments is used ranging from luxury to basic.

CHANCERY HOUSE
Chancery House, Paradise Street, Liverpool, L1 3HE

A stunning new residential development comprising the conversion of the former
Gordon Smith Institute seaman’s refuge together with a striking new build addition.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Range of 1, 2 and 3 bed apartments
Grade 2 listed building built in 1899
Adjoining Liverpool One
Short walk to Albert Dock/Echo Arena
Prices from only £125,000
SHOW Apartment NOW OPEN
Enquires to
0151 231 6100

LIVERPOOL ONE

ALBERT
DOCK

sales@cityresidential.co.uk
www.chanceryhouseliverpool.co.uk

Residential Sales
The market in Liverpool city centre continued to push ahead in the first quarter of 2016
building on the momentum we saw in autumn/early winter 2015. We saw prices accelerate
compared with the final quarter of 2015 showing an average increase of 1.24% over the three
months to 31st March 2016 and an annual increase of 3.98%.
This stronger activity was also reflected with the Halifax price index showing a quarterly
increase of 2.6% and annually 10.1%, although these figures would drop substantially if the
south east is excluded. On a regional basis Nationwide have reported slightly more
disappointing figures with a quarterly change of 0.5% and an annual increase of 9.5% for the
UK overall (less than 2% if excluding southeast England). This is probably more reflective of
the pace of growth outside of the city centre.
We have highlighted over the last 2 reports the increasing influence that the Government (or
more particularly George Osborne!) is trying to exert over the market, particularly the buy to
let market. Whist the jury is still out as to whether this sector of the property market will be hit
hard; his changes to interest rate relief, furnishings allowances and stamp duty will have an
effect on some landlords/investors. The first evidence of this was the logical “panic” to get any
buy to let/second home deals completed by 31st March to avoid the 3% increase in stamp
duty that he “kindly” introduced from April 1st 2016. We had a very successful quarter with a
large proportion of the increase down to the rush to get deals completed before the deadline.
Whilst we have discussed institutional investment in the city through PRS, we are also
beginning to see an increase in general residential investment from high net worth/smaller
investment groups who are realising the potential that the city offers on a long term view. With
many of the existing and proposed developments targeted towards overseas investors or
PRS funds there is a real gap in the market (as we have highlighted in Q3 2015) for “proper
residential stock”. Smart investors are waking up to this fact and trying to secure apartments
in those few schemes that are being sold in a more normal manner which offer long term
capital and rental growth.
If the market needed some proof thet there is a real and growing demand for “proper
residential stock” this was delivered by the early sales success of our Chancery House
development that was realesed for sale at the end of Q1 2016. Despite only releasing a
selection of apartments in the first phase we sold a total of 12 apartments in just over a week
at some of the best prices achieved for residential apartments in the city (no real surpirse
given the location of the scheme). Perhaps just as encouraging is that there was a real mix of
buyers - owner occupiers, individual buy to let investors and high net worth investors. This
highlights the changing buyer type that the city is seeing replacing some of the original type of
buyers that Liverpool has seen in the past.

RESIDENTIAL SCHEMES for SALE
0151 231 6100
CHANCERY HOUSE
No of Apartments/houses: 37 apartments
Type: 1, 2 and 3 bed apartments – conversion/new build
Address: Paradise Street, Liverpool, L1 3HE
Prices From/To: £125,000 plus
NOW RELEASED FOR SALE/FIRST PHASE SOLD OUT
Showhome/apartment: NOW OPEN ring for appointment
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------35 BRIDGEWATER STREET
No of Apartments/houses: TBC
Type: Studio,1, 2 and 3 bed apartments
Address: 35 Bridgewater Street, Baltic, Liverpool, L1 0AY
Prices From/To: To be announced shortly
REGISTER NOW FOR FIRST RELEASE
Showhome/apartment: To be announced shortly
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HAVELOCK BUILDING
No of Apartments/houses: 7
Type: 1 and 2 bed apartments
Address: Wood Street, Berry Street, Liverpool, L1 4DH
Prices From/To: To be announced shortly
REGISTER NOW FOR FIRST RELEASE
Showhome/apartment: To be announced shortly
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7 THE STRAND
No of Apartments/houses: TBC
Type: Studio, 1, 2 and 3 bed apartments
Address: 7 The Strand, Liverpool, L2 0PP
Prices From/To: £91,950 (studio) £126,950 (1 bed)
Over 80% SOLD – expected to sell out soon!
Showhome/apartment: Not at present

Sales and Completions Analysis
L1
Current average value: £141,922
3 MONTHS
Average price paid: £115,699
Sales: 5 Value change: -£3,164 -2.18%
6 MONTHS
Average price paid: £120,861
Sales: 21 Value change: -£2,345 -1.62%
12 MONTHS
Average price paid: £140,307
Sales: 60 Value change: £1,331 +0.95%
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L2
Current average value: £163,215
3 MONTHS
Average price paid: £
Sales: 0 Value change
6 MONTHS
Average price paid: £113,000
Sales: 3 Value change: -£2,521 -1.52%
12 MONTHS
Average price paid: £117,842
Sales: 13 Value change: £394 +0.24%
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

L3
Current average value: £165,676
3 MONTHS
Average price paid: £138,166
Sales: 24 Value change: -£3,702 -2.19%
6 MONTHS
Average price paid: £145,805
Sales: 90 Value change: -£2,639 -1.57%
12 MONTHS
Average price paid: £144,918
Sales: 249 Value change: £1,784 +1.09%
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The information above is taken from Zoopla sold house prices and whilst is accurately recorded may not actually
represent all of the properties that have been registered during the quarter. The actual figure may be higher
than that shown as some sales (repossessions etc) are not always shown on Land Registry.

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS
FOR SALE/UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Chancery House, Paradise Street, Liverpool – Chancery House LLP
Located adjacent to Liverpool One this stunning
new scheme comprises the conversion of the
beautiful Grade 2 listed Chancery House
(formerly the Gordon Smith Institute for
Seamen Charity) together with a new build
addition to create 37 apartments.
Designed by Falconer Chester Hall there will be
a range of 1, 2 and 3 bed apartments in the
scheme together with a restaurant/café to the
ground floor. The development was released in
March 2016 with the first phase selling out
almost immediately.
60 Old Hall Street, Liverpool – Signature Living
Despite offering one of the best locations in the city 60
Old Hall Street has lain empty for many years and has
often been described as one of the ugliest buildings in
the city.
Thankfully the building has now been bought by
Signature Living who have unveiled striking proposals to
radically refurbish the building including a whole new
façade with a mix of residential, offices and commercial.
The plans for the building also include a roof top gym
and running track which will further enhance Signature
Living’s reputation as one of the city’s leading
developer/operators in the residential and serviced
apartment/hotel sector.

The Quarter, Sefton Street, L8 – X1 Developments.
This large mixed use scheme is located at the
junction of Sefton St/Upper Parliament Street
and originally fell into administration. It was
subsequently sold to Liverpool based X1
developments.
X1 have now finished the third phase of the
scheme (The Studios) and are well on with the
fourth phase of the development (The Terrace)
which fronts onto Sefton Street. All together the
development will comprise a total of 567
properties when completed in 2017/2018.

Herculaneum Quay, Riverside Drive – Primesite Developments
This proposed residential tower scheme is
located fronting the river adjacent to Brunswick
Business Park and after falling into
administration was bought by local developer
Primesite Developments with the intention of
finally building out the partially completed
development.
After a long period of inactivity at the site the
development is finally coming to fruition with
new and exciting proposals for a redesign of the
original proposals incorporating an additional 22
apartments. The developers are now back on
site with work progressing well.

2 Moorfields, Liverpool, L2 2BP – G Suite/Rich Link Investments
With over 60,000 sq ft of office accommodation
and situated adjacent to Moorefield Station on the
corner of Dale Street the plans include a total of
136 studio apartments with the retention of the
ground floor retail units.
The apartments have been sold to overseas
investors keen to capitalise on the burgeoning
rental sector in the city. With the refurbishment
well underway it is expected that the apartments
will be offered into the rental market in April/May
2016 on an all-inclusive, fully furnished basis.

Princes Suites, Princes Building, Dale Street, Liverpool – Goodman Wells
Situated in an improving area of the city the
proposed conversion of the former Princes
Building into 35 luxury apartments promises to
continue the regeneration of Dale Street.
Whilst the building had become well known for
its music studio a redevelopment was always
likely as the building was under-utilised.
The proposed apartments are now being sold
and will include a variety of studios, one and
two bed layouts with a café/restaurant to the
ground floor. The developers are now on site.

North Point, 70-90 Pall Mall, Liverpool, L3 – PHD1/North Point Global
As the market expands so does the
geographical spread of the city and the
proposals from North Point promise to rapidly
improve this up and coming area of the city
(north of Leeds Street).
Once completed North Point will feature 366
residential units comprising studio, one and
two-bedroom apartments, and live/work units,
as well as ground, first and second floor offices,
retail space, a cafe/bar, a fifth/sixth floor
restaurant with terrace and a gym. Developers
are now on site

Norfolk Street Phase 1/2/3, Baltic Triangle, Liverpool – The Elliot Group
Located in the heart of the Baltic Triangle this
exciting new residential scheme is the second
development in the area for The Elliot
Group.The scheme will be completed in three
phases with the first 2 comprising a total of 256
studios with twelve commercial units to the
ground floor. The first phase of 156 studios has
already been sold off plan to investors keen to
invest in the Liverpool residential market.
Construction has now started on site with an
anticpated completion of the scheme in
August/September 2016.

7 The Strand, Liverpool – Seven Capital
No 7 The Strand is the conversion of this
attractive former 12 storey office building into a
range of studio, 1 and 2 bed apartments
offering stunning views across the three
graces and the river towards North Wales. The
scheme will be the first development in
Liverpool for the Birmingham based group
after several succesful office to residential
conversions in Birmingham.
More than 80% of the scheme has already
been sold despite the apartments not due to
be delivered unitl Sep/Oct 2016.

Wolstenholme Square, Ropewalks – The Elliot Group
Located on the site of the infamous Cream and
Kazimier clubs this exciting £40 million
redevelopment plan from The Elliot Group
promises to transform one of the last
underdeveloped areas of The Ropewalks.
The proposals include a new home for super
club Cream, a total of 447 apartments, shops,
restaurants and cafes. The project designed by
FCH will see an improvement in the underutilised area with a range of buildings rising to
10 storeys. Planning now granted, sales
underway and developer on site.
Berry House, KAMPUS, Baltic Triangle, Liverpool – PHD1
The latest proposal for the KAMPUS site
includes an additional development but this
time aimed at the residential market which is
in addition to the previously consented
student accommodation on the adjoining plot.
The new proposals include the construction
of a total of 125 apartments comprising a mix
of studios and one bed apartments. This is in
addition to phase 1 of 278 student beds and
the opposite student phase 3 which
comprises 71 student bedrooms.

Parliament Place, Upper Parliament Street, Liverpool – The Elliot Group
Located on the corner of Upper Parliament
Street and Kingsley Road this proposed four
and five storey development is for 116
studio apartments aimed at keyworker
tenants. The empty plot benefits from being
opposite the Liverpool Women’s Hospital.
The studio apartments will benefit from a
generous specification and feature a
minimum space per studio of 25m2.
Construction is well underway and all of the
apartments have now been sold to UK and
overseas investors. Developer on site with
anticipated completion for Aug/Sep 2016

Victoria House, James Street, Liverpool – Pinnacle (Liverpool) Ltd
Victoria House is another one of those rather
bland non-descript office buildings in the heart
of the Liverpool business office core that has
suffered from the lack of office take up in the
city over the last few years.
Fortunately its location close to both Liverpool
One and The Strand has persuaded Pinnacle
Alliance to refurbish the building converting the
existing office accommodation into residential.
Once complete the scheme will comprise a
total of 63 units with a mix of studios and 1 bed
apartments.
Orleans House, Liverpool - Bruntwood
Orleans House is a stunning Grade 2 listed
building located in the heart of the business
district. Like many older offices the building has
suffered with low occupancy levels prompting
the buildings owners’ Bruntwood to submit an
office to residential application into planning
which is anticipated for April/May 2016
The proposals include the conversion into a total
of 71 apartments with a range of studio, 1, 2 and
3 bed units together with 13 car parking spaces
to the basement. The building is likely to
become a PRS scheme.

ADVERTISMENT

The Elliot Group is one of the fastest growing and leading Northwest residential developers.
With a current development pipeline of around £355 million the group portfolio encompasses
approximately 3,500 units including residential, student, mixed use and care homes. The
group is extremely passionate about their home city of Liverpool and continues to invest in
what they believe is one of the best value residential markets in the UK. They are now
expanding into other cities across the north including Leeds and Manchester.

PORTFOLIO
18 current developments
£355 million GDV
3,500+ units in pipeline

www.elliotgroup.co

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS
POTENTIAL/FUTURE SCHEMES
Heaps Mill/Park Lane, Liverpool, L1 – Inhabit
The proposals to develop around 800
apartments on the site of the former Heaps Mill
site/Greenberg site promises to transform this
area of the city into one of the most popular
residential districts, especially given its proximity
to Liverpool One
This stunning scheme designed by Falconer
Chester Hall has now been sold to Inhabit who
are a newly formed PRS developer that has
recently announced their intention to build out a
£1 billion/3.500 unit portfolio across many of the
regional cities in the UK.
New Chinatown (formerly Tribeca), Great George Street, Liverpool – North Point Global
New Chinatown is a large 5 acre site fronting
onto Great George Street in the shadow of the
Anglican cathedral and was originally
proposed to become a £100million Urban
Splash mixed use scheme.
After numerous further plans and proposals an
announcement was made in July 2015 that
North Point Global had bought out Urban
Splash’s interest in the scheme are are
proposing a £200 million redevelopment to
include 800 homes, 200,000 sqft shops with a
Chinese theme aimed at re-establishing the
Chinese population in Liverpool
Stanley Dock, Regent Road, Liverpool, L3 – Harcourt Developments
Irish based Harcourt Developments (developers
of Titanic museum in Belfast) are undertaking a
£50milllion redevelopment into apartments,
shops, bars, restaurants and a hotel. The
scheme benefited from a £25million investment
with the stunning Titanic hotel having enjoyed a
“soft opening” in time for its hosting of the recent
IFB regeneration event.
The next phase of the scheme will be the
redevelopment of the Tobacco Warehouse into
residential and live/work units for which
enabling works have now commenced.

Liverpool Waters, Central Docks, Liverpool – Peel Holdings
After many years of planning, discussions and
changes, this groundbreaking and unique £5.5
billion scheme finally obtained planning in March
2012 and was passed without public enquiry in
March 2013.
In March 2015 the first major progression
announcements were made with a 100,000 sq ft
office planning application at Princes Dock. This
followed the news that Moda Living is proposing
a 34 storey/300 apartment scheme. Recently
further proposals for two additional residential
PRS have been announced.
Brewery Village (Cains), Baltic Triangle, Liverpool – Cains Brewery Village
Planning permission has now been granted for
£150million proposal to turn the former Cains
Brewery site into a 1 million sq ft mixed use
development including a hotel, cinema,
supermarket, residential, bars, restaurants and
food market.
Development partners are now being sought for
some of the elements of the scheme which will
retain the grade 2 listed brewery building and
also include a 500 space car park and a microbrewery.

Fruit and Produce Exchange, Victoria Street, Liverpool – Foster Marlon
Victoria Street, like Dale Street, is beginning to
see a large increase in residential
development, something that will be further
enhanced by Foster Marlon’s proposed
conversion of the former Fruit and Produce
Exchange into 54 apartments
The stunning building, which has lain empty
for many years, will contain a selection of
studio and 1, 2 and 3 bed apartments starting
from £85,000 all with a generous specification
complementing some of the historic features
retained in the building. The scheme will also
see two new restaurants at ground floor level.

Mersey House, The Strand, Liverpool – Primesite Developments
Mersey House is a well located but redundant
office building fronting The Strand but has lain
empty for some years since being vacated by
The Ministry of Defence
The building has been sold to Primesite who
plan to take advantage of the stronger
residential market by converting the building
into 122 apartments (mix of 1, 2 and 3 bed
units). As well as benefiting from panoramic
views across the Three Graces to the river the
building will be reclad (as shown) with floor to
ceiling glass.
Leeds St/Vauxhall Road, Liverpool - Eldonian Projects
Eldonian Projects have recently submitted
exciting plans for a large residential scheme on
the corner of Leeds Street/Vauxhall Road in the
up and coming Pumpfields area of the city
Comprising a total of nearly 900 apartments the
scheme will offer a range of residential
accommodation including “micro cribs” one and
two bedrooms. Also included in the proposals
are a rooftop fitness centre and restaurant
27,588 sq ft of commercial/employment space,
6,652 sq ft of retail units and 364 parking
spaces at ground and lower ground level.
Falkner Street, Liverpool – Elliot Group
Located in one of the most popular areas of
the city this latest scheme from The Elliot
Group promises to transform the former
Toxteth Community College on the corner of
Falkner Street and Bedford Street.
This attractive £15 million scheme will
comprise a total of 109 one and two bedroom
apartments. The apartments will be sold and
ultimately available to rent to professional
couples and keyworkers. Women’s training
organization and social enterprise Blackburne
House will take 8,000 sq ft on the ground floor.

Bevington Bush/Scotland Road, Liverpool - Jamworks
Located
on
the
corner
of
Leeds
Street/Scotland Road (and accessed via
Bevington Bush) these latest proposals for
nearly 400 apartments will help to continue
the resurgence of this up and coming are of
the city now known as Pumpfields
The proposed development comprises a trio
of buildings rising up to 15 storeys high in
addition to a seven-storey and a nine-storey
tower on the one-acre site. The scheme will
offer a range of residential apartments.

Silkhouse Court, Tithebarn St, Liverpool – Beaumont Morgan Developments/Fortis
The latest office building to be targeted for
conversion to residential is the prominent
Silkhouse Court located on the corner of
Tithebarn Street and Bixteth Street in the heart
of the commercial district
The exciting proposals include the recladding
and extension of the existing footprint to provide
a total of 193 apartments including studio, one
and two bedrooms. The apartments will benefit
from panoramic views from the upper floors
across the city and towards North Wales

West Africa House, The Strand, Liverpool – Signature Developments
Signature Living’s latest acquisition is of West
Africa House which is one of Liverpool’s most
prominent and attractive buildings. It is currently
home to cafe and bar operator Oh Me Oh My
who will remain in the building as tenants while
seven floors will be converted to one and two
bedroom apartments.
The building which is located on the corner of
Water Street and The Strand benefits from
glorious views across to the Three Graces and
the River Mersey beyond

1 Arthouse Square/61-69 Seel Street Liverpool - Signature Developments
Located in the heart of the Ropewalks area of the
city Signature Living’s acquisition of this former
NHS occupied office building will offer a chance to
breathe new life into this well located and
imaginatively designed building.
The latest proposals from Signature propose a
conversion of the 27,000 sq ft of offices into a
luxury residential scheme/apart hotel with a total
of 37 apartments comprising a mix of one beds
and 4 two beds overlooking Art House Square
together with a “unique dining offer”.

St James Court, Baltic Triangle, Liverpool – Hillmore Developments
This latest scheme in the heart of the Baltic
Triangle was approved in March 2016 after
alterations were made to the proposed
development to allay the councilors and
planner’s concerns
The site which will see the demolition of the
existing commercial premises is bounded by
Greenland St, New Bird St and St James St is
set to deliver more than 150 apartments with a
range of studios, one and two bedrooms. The
scheme will also offer 6,663 sq ft of groundfloor commercial space over four units.
Grafton Street/Hill Street, Liverpool – Built in Kitchen Appliance Ltd
Located towards the rear of the Cains
development site this recently submitted
planning application promises to continue to
transform this newly extended area of the
Baltic Triangle once complete
The proposals which are located on a former
commercial/industrial site bounded by Grafton
Street, Hill Street and Brassey Street include a
total of 301 units ranging from 4 to 9 storeys
high together with ground floor commercial
and business premises.

118-124 Duke Street Liverpool – Henry Space Development Ltd
Located on the corner of Duke Street and Kent
Street in the heart of the Ropewalks area of the
city the plans propose to redevelop the site with
conversion of existing building (a listed terrace
fronting onto Duke Street) and erection of 4-8
storey new building to create 158 residential
units
The proposals also include ground floor
communal use with associated access, parking,
servicing and landscaping

ALEXANDRA TOWER
Princes Dock, Liverpool, L3 1BF

Alexandra Tower is one of Liverpool’s best residential buildings literally “perched” on the River
Mersey at Princes Dock. The apartments in the scheme benefit from stunning views, either
across the river towards the Welsh Hills or back towards the famous Liverpool City skyline.
The development was bought out of administration by Gulf based Mersey Investments Ltd
who are undertaking a multi-million pound improvement package including refurbished
reception areas, upgrade of the integral car parking facility and improved communal areas.
This substantial investment coupled with unrivalled views and flexible choice of apartments is
helping cement Alexandra Tower’s position as one of the best residential addresses in the
city. The rents have increased dramatically as this investment is completed.

Prices from only
1 beds £650, 2 beds £850 3 beds £1200
Unfurnished and furnished apartments available

0151 231 6100
lettings@cityresidential.co.uk

Residential Lettings
The rental market in the city continues to perform strongly with limited voids across most
property types/locations. This was reflected in the circa 1% rise in the first quarter of 2016
which has continued the acceleration in rental growth we had seen towards the end of last
year. Whilst some commentators believe that this level of growth is not particularly strong
(and if you compare it with the likes of Manchester which has/is experiencing high single
digits) we would suggest otherwise. Together with the steady and continual growth in capital
values buy to let landlords/investors are continuing to experience a near perfect environment
without the excessive volatility that has been seen in the past or may be happening in other
cities.
Many of the themes that we have seen in the past (and discussed at length in our quarterly
reports) are continuing to play out, particularly the reluctance of many tenants to move from
their existing accommodation. With the steady increase in rents and the continual lack of
suitable new developments (many schemes that have been built/under construction do not
address the market demand for “proper residential stock”) a large number of tenants are
sitting tight. Many landlords are more than happy to see this as it substantially reduces the
risk/costs associated with void periods.
With the negative changes announced by George Osborne over the last 6 months many
commentators were predicting the end of Buy to Let. We discussed this in our last report and
highlighted our belief that it would not have any substantial effect on the market. We are
pleased to report that this seems to be the case with no sign of disillusioned
investors/landlords selling up and no massive changes in the opinions of existing or future
landlords. At a recent presentation we highlighted that whilst some of the changes were
logically negative towards the sector the majority of our client’s believe strongly in the future
of the residential market in the city. The also see their investment as being able to overcome
any potential hurdles placed in their way. Using a famous stockmarket analogy they are not
letting “the tax tail wag the investment dog!”
We have discussed the ongoing and indeed ever growing interest in renting in the city from
outside residents and this continues at a decent pace. This was highlighted recently by a
staggering success in us letting a large number of £1,000 plus apartments quickly in what
should be a relatively quiet time of the year. We have highlighted many times that the tenant
profile in Liverpool is changing dramatically and this will certainly have a strong influence on
the success of some of the higher priced/better quality schemes/apartments in the city.
We have not touched on landlord licensing in any of the last few publications predominately
down to the fact that it has all gone particularly quiet. Without wanting to sound too critical the
initial reasoning and substantiation for introducing the scheme was controversial however we
could see both sides of the argument. We were only supportive of the scheme if it was
implemented quickly, on time, on budget and began to deliver on its promises to improve the
overall rental market across the city. Unfortunately the scheme appears to have been hit by
delays, uncertainties and continued lack of updates as to progress. We and many of our
fellow agents, landlords and stakeholders have had to continually request updates, not just for
our own purpose/knowledge, but to have the courtesy to keep our clients updated, many of
whom were skeptical and not supportive in the first place. The scheme is well behind its
original target dates and it is vitally important that the council get back on track to ensure that
the initial aims of the scheme is not lost in the “underperformance” seen to date.

RESIDENTIAL SCHEMES to LET
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ALEXANDRA TOWER
No of Apartments:140
Type:1, 2 and 3 Bed
Address: Princes Dock, Liverpool, L3 1BD
Prices From:
1 bed: £650
2 bed: £850
3 bed: £1,200
Furnished/Unfurnished: Selection of both
Car Parking: Available from summer 2016
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SHAFTESBURY APARTMENTS
No of Apartments:39
Type:1 and 2 Bed
Address: Mount Pleasant, Liverpool, L3 5SA
Prices From:
1 bed: £625
2 bed: £775
Furnished/Unfurnished: Furnished
Car Parking: £80 per month
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 MOORFIELDS
No of Apartments: 136
Type:Range of studio apartments
Address: 2 Moorfields, Liverpool, L2 2BS
Prices From/To:
Studios £600-£650 all inclusive rents
Furnished/Unfurnished: Furnished
Car Parking: TBC

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

COMING SOON
A large selection of new developments for let including PRS new build schemes and PRS
conversions. All locations will be available including city centre and docklands
Register now for further details.

0151 231 6100

PRIVATE RENTED SECTOR
The private rented sector in the city continues to gather pace as it does in many regional
cities across the UK. Whilst we are not seeing the “explosion” of interest that the likes of
Manchester is witnessing we are leading the way when compared with many regional cities
such as Newcastle, Leeds, Sheffield etc
Indeed during the last quarter we have seen the following announcements which in total add
up to nearly £200 million of new investment in PRS in the city:
•
•
•
•
•

Inhabit’s purchase of Heaps Mill from Elliot Group for a proposed £130 million PRS
scheme as part of their 3,500 units/£1 billion plan to become a leading PRS developer
Glenbrook/Moorfield announcement for £45 million Phase 2 of The Keel with 257
apartments
Moda Living’s update containing their proposals for a 34 story, 300 unit scheme at
Liverpool Waters Princes dock development
Grainger’s £14.5 million purchase of Kings Dock Mill apartments in Baltic
Peels announcement at MIPIM of two further potential deals at Princes Dock in
addition to the already announced Moda deal

The only real downside during the quarter was the surprise news in the Budget that the
anticipated exemption of larger landlords purchases (15 units +) had not been announced
leading some commentators to speculate as to the affect it will have on the sector.
Baltic Village, Baltic Triangle – Promenade Estates Ltd/VISTA
Further good news for the PRS market in
Liverpool was the announcement in August
2015 that Vista UK Real Estate Fund has
agreed a £50 million plus forward purchase deal
to buy Liverpool based Promenade Estates
Baltic Village scheme. The development will
comprise a total of 324 units with a varied and
well thought out range of 1, 2 and 3 bed
apartments
Once complete in late 2016 the development will
offer a full PRS range of services including
concierge, Wi-Fi, resident’s lounge and gym.
The Keel, Queens Dock, Liverpool – Glenbrook/Moorfield Real Estate
Given the location of the former HMRC building
with its wonderful views, it is of little surprise
that it has become one of the first of the PRS
schemes in the city. The development was
completed in September 2015 and comprises a
total of 240 apartments with a mix of 1, 2 and 3
bedrooms.
The scheme has proved popular with tenants
who enjoy the proximity to the river, the Echo
Arena and Albert Dock together with the on-site
communal facilities including a resident’s gym.

The Keel (PHASE 2), Queens Dock, Liverpool – Glenbrook/Moorfield Real Estate
After the successful completion of the first
phase of The Keel Glenbrook/Moorfield have
recently submitted exciting plans for a second
phase on the adjoining land overlooking
Queens Dock.
Comprising two separate buildings the
proposed scheme designed by Brock
Carmichael architects will include a total of
257 apartments offering true waterside living
It will also extend the range of apartment
styles, types and sizes offered in phase one of
the development.

Princes Reach, Liverpool Waters, Liverpool - Moda Living
Moda Living’s original proposal for a 40
storey tower comprising a total of 325
apartments at Princes Dock/Liverpool Waters
has now been altered to a 34 storey/300 unit
scheme which forms part of a growing
portfolio for Moda across the UK. The
portfolio is being backed by gulf based
Apache as part of a £1 billion investment.
The exciting proposals will include a range of
onsite amenities and work is expected to
begin on site towards the end of 2016 with an
anticipated opening date of summer 2019.

Vine Street, Liverpool – Carpenter Investments
Developer Carpenter Investments are already
on site with their first scheme outside the city
(New Brunswick) and have now submitted
plans for two new blocks on this site. The first
block will comprise 84 apartments over seven
storeys while the second having 30
apartments, based over four storeys.
The scheme which benefits from Build to Rent
funding will offer 1, 2 and 3 bedroom
apartments for private market rent. The gated
development will also include 57 car parking
spaces.

Queens Dock, Chaloner Street, Liverpool, L3 – Investec/TBC
One of the last remaining dockside sites is
situated adjacent to Leo’s casino and
overlooks Queens Dock. The original
proposal was the announcement by Investec
Bank to develop the site in a JV with Vinci
Construction.
The proposed development will comprise 13
and 15 storey high towers housing a total of
192 apartments in addition to 100 car parking
spaces. The site, whilst originally planned for
the sales market, may now become a PRS
scheme.

Population Analysis
City Centre Core: This area is what is considered to be the actual core city centre and is
enclosed by the Mersey to the west, Upper Parliament Street to the south, Grove St/Low Hill
to the east and Islington/Leeds St to the North.
CITY CENTRE CORE
Number of built PROPERTIES (city centre core)
Number of OWNER OCCUPIED properties
Number of TENANTED properties
Number of VACANT Properties
VACANCY Rate
Number of Properties UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Number STUDENTS (living in non PURPOSE BUILT units)
Number STUDENTS (living in PURPOSE BUILT units)
Number of Units let to SERVICED APARTMENT operators
Total Number of City Centre Residents

12,276
3,946
6,625
1,337
11%
2,499
2,738
15,670
368
36,544

City/Docklands Living: The area detailed above are but also includes areas which we
consider to be part of city living namely south docklands (City Quay, South Ferry Quay etc)
and those developments adjoining the roads named above ( for example The Reach, The
Quarter, The Collegiate, Gloucester Place etc).

ALL AREAS
Number of Properties Built (all areas)
Number of OWNER OCCUPIED Properties
Number of TENANTED Properties
Number of VACANT Properties
VACANCY Rate
Number of Properties UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Number of STUDENTS (living in non PURPOSE BUILT units)
Number of STUDENTS (living in PURPOSE BUILT units)
Number of Units let to SERVICED APARTMENT operators
Total Number of City Centre Residents

15,020
5,241
7,719
1,693
11%
2,831
3,349
18,299
368
43,206

Student Market
Student Numbers
University and student figures: As at Sep 2014
2012-13
2013-14
Post Grad Under GradFull Time Part Time Post Grad Under GradFull Time Part Time
The University of Liverpool
4655
16220
18800
2075
4490
16860
19400
1945
Liverpool John Moores University
3480
19105
18085
4500
2865
18450
18215
3100
Liverpool Hope University
1665
4875
5205
1335
1925
4315
4940
1300
LIPA
0
730
730
0
0
720
720
0

2011-12
20590
25855
7400
720
54,565

UoL
LJMU
Hope
LIPA
TOTAL

2012-13
20875
22585
6540
730
50,730

2013-14
21345
21315
6240
720
49,620

Student development numbers
Number of Student Beds (Large schemes)
Student Beds Built

19,212

Core City Centre

16,516

Non Core City Centre

2,696

Under Construction

3,794

Planning Approved

3,384

Proposed/Awaiting planning

2,428

Total Proposed

9,606

DELIVERED FOR 2015

2,248

NEW FOR SEPTEMBER 2016

2,554

NEW FOR SEPTEMBER 2017

1,468

General Market
There has not been a huge amount of activity in terms of new schemes starting on site in the
city although new proposals at Bevington Bush and the former Natex bus station suggest that
there is still an appetite for new student schemes in the right location.
Although there has not been a huge amount of “fallout” from the student review panel the
recent refusal of the student application on Great Crosshall Street (against recommendations
from planners and has now gone to appeal) does suggest the location of new sites is perhaps
the most contentious item that came from the panel’s recommendations.

STUDENT SCHEMES to LET
0151 231 6100
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SHAFTESBURY APARTMENTS
No of Apartments/Rooms: 39 Apartments
Type: 1 and 2 bed apartments
Address: Mount Pleasant, Liverpool, L3 5SA
Bills included: No
Rents from: £625 per month (16/17)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PALL MALL STUDIOS
No of Apartments/Rooms: 25 studios
Type: Self contained studios on 5 floors
Address: Pall Mall, Liverpool, L3 6AL
Bills included: Yes
Rents from: £115 per week (16/17)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MOSS STREET STUDENT
No of Apartments/Rooms: 21 rooms
Type: 4 apartments with 4, 5 and 6 bedrooms
Address: Moss Street, Liverpool, L6 1HD
Bills included: Yes
Rents from: £115 per week (16/17)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YOUNG STUDENT VILLAGE
No of Apartments/Rooms: 50 rooms
Type: 4 x 6 bed townhouses and 5 large apartments
Address: Paul Street, Liverpool, L3 6DX
Bills included: Yes
Rents from: £95 per week (16/17)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STUDENT DEVELOPMENTS
UNDER CONSTRUCTION/PROGRESSING
Former BCP Car Park, Oldham Street Liverpool – Unite Students
An encouraging sign for the Liverpool
Student market is the return of Unite
Students developing a new site in the city.
Their proposals for the former BCP car park
on Oldham Street included a £55 million 790
student bed building.
The original ambitious plans by Northern
Ireland based Tara House Ltd to build a hotel
and apartment block (based upon the famous
New York Flat Iron building) on that land was
abandoned in 2013 after the development
was put into receivership. Now on site.

The Paramount (former Odeon site), London Road, Liverpool – Pinnacle Alliance
The former Odeon site in London Road (at the
back of Lime Street Station) has long been
considered a suitable student development site
and was bought by Parkmoor. Planning has
recently been obtained for a new build scheme
totaling 477 rooms. This provides a mix of
accommodation including 430 ensuite rooms
together with 47 studios.
Whilst originally hoping to have the scheme
build complete by September 2015 it is now
likely to be ready for occupation in early 2016
after problems with the contractor.
The Quadrant, Shaw Street, Liverpool – Pinnacle Alliance

The site in the Everton district of the city is
located on Shaw Street adjacent to The
Collegiate (Urban Splash) and was formerly
occupied by a Day Nursery,
Originally bought by Rowland Homes the site
has subsequently been sold to Pinnacle
student who are proposing to build a total of
240 rooms over 7 floors comprising 204
ensuite rooms and 36 studios. The scheme is
being sold with the benefit of a 5 year
minimum 7% net yield. Build was progressing
well but problems with the contractor have
delayed completion.

Byron St/Fountenoy Street, Liverpool - Watkin Jones
Situated on what was a former LJMU student
accommodation
site
(but
subsequently
demolished and used as a car park) this project
involves the construction of high quality student
accommodation with a total of 398 bed spaces.
The development which sees the return of
Watkin Jones to the city will be set out within 69
clusters and 53 studios and will benefit from
being located directly opposite the LJMU Byron
Street campus. The scheme will be completed
for the start of the 2016/2017 term start. Build
progressing well.

Myrtle Shopping Parade, Myrtle St, Liverpool - Liverpool Edge/Urban Sleep
This latest proposal from Liverpool based
Liverpool Edge/Urban Sleep comprised the
demolition of the former Myrtle Shopping
parade and the construction of two separate
student blocks with a total of 303 rooms.
The development which is located in the
Canning Street Conservation area will
replace the “under utilised” and “outdated”
shopping development with new retail and
commercial space in addition to the student
apartments. Build progressing well.

Bridgewater Street, Baltic, Liverpool – BPNW/BPE Ltd

The ongoing redevelopment of the former
warehouses on Bridgewater Street continues
with the first two student buildings now
completed and a further phase of studio
apartments progressing on the vacant plot at 5/7
Bridgewater Street.
The latest phase is for a total of 136 apartments,
ground floor commercial units and car parking.
The development will continue to enhance this
area of Baltic which is undergoing a substantial
amount of regeneration. Build progressing well
in time for Sep 2016 term.

Baltic House, KAMPUS, Baltic Triangle – PHD1
The first phase of this scheme from PHD1 is for
an 11 storey building comprising a total of 278
units in total including some studios and a
range of cluster bedrooms in predominately 3
bed clusters. The building will also house a
communal hub, games room, cycle hub and
courtyard.
They have now also added two further phases
with a residential section (see residential sites)
together with a further student building which
will contain a further 71 bedrooms.

STUDENT DEVELOPMENTS
PROPOSED/POSSIBLE
Lime Street Gateway – Regeneration Liverpool/Neptune
The Lime Street Gateway area has been “crying
out” for redevelopment for many years and
finally proposals have been brought forward by
Regeneration Liverpool/Neptune for the site.
The original £35 million proposals included a
mix of student, retail and hotel uses comprising
predominately new build but with the retention of
the infamous Crown and Vines pubs. After some
“discontentment” from various stakeholders a
more “attractive” development proposal has now
been released/proposed as can be seen from
the adjoining visual. Planning now approved.

Skelhorne St.Bolton St (Lime Street), Liverpool - Butler Company
Located on a vacant plot adjoining the popular
Grand Central Halls student Village (Unite
Students) this recent application for 488 student
bedrooms will hopefully kickstart a development
site that has lain empty for some time
Originally owned by Irish based Chieftain (with
proposal for a £50m residential tower/hotel) the
site will now see two blocks of up to 20 storeys.
In addition to the student bedrooms the scheme
will also include a 192 bedroom aparthotel.
Planning was passed for the scheme in
September 2015

Islington Corridor, Liverpool – Islington Regeneration Company
The eagerly anticipated regeneration of
the Islington Corridor area of Liverpool
(between London Road and Islington)
moved a step closer in May 2014 with the
announcement of the first phase of a five
stage plan from local developer The
Islington Regeneration Company.
Plans submitted by main shareholder
Downing promise to regenerate a large
somewhat forgotten area of the city which
was once home to Liverpool’s rag trade
businesses.
Islington Corridor, Liverpool – Islington Regeneration Company

Planning approval for the first two phases was
given in early October 2014. The first proposed
scheme is a £25m project 10 storey tower at 110 Devon Street, with 340 beds and retail space
at ground floor. The 2nd project is at Gildart
Street valued at £35m and will feature 580
student beds in three blocks. In February 2015
planning was passed for the 3rd proposed
scheme a 738 bed development spanning three
blocks on the corner of Norton St/Islington.

Newington Plaza, Renshaw Street, Liverpool – Park Lane Student
Situated on the site of the former Rapid DIY
store (at the junction of Renshaw Street/
Newington Street) the proposals from
Liberty
Student
Living
involve
the
construction
of
192
serviced/student
apartments in a 13 storey building.
The development which has now been
approved is located adjacent to the Central
Village scheme currently being progressed.
The scheme will also include cycle parking,
communal and amenity areas, a winter
garden and a roof terrace.

Studio 200, 11 Fountenoy Street, Liverpool – Maven

Located close to two of the main Liverpool
LJMU campus (Byron Street and Avril
Roberts/Tithebarn) this attractive new scheme
will comprise a total of 200 studio apartments
and
has
recently
received
planning
permission.
The development promises to deliver a high
level of accommodation including a “hotel
inspired” reception with IT pods, large HD TV,
study spaces, laundry and bike storage.

Knowledge Quarter, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool – Liverpool City Council
The proposals for the former Mount Pleasant
St Car Park and adjoining 0151 club promise
to transform this important, well located and
highly visible site into an important
educational, research and knowledge hub.
Located on the corner of Mount Pleasant and
Brownlow Hill the site also benefits from the
adjoining LJMU Copperas Hill scheme and
once complete will no doubt help transform
the whole area into one of the most important
locations of the city.

3 Oldham Place, Liverpool – Oldham Place Ltd
This small site is tucked away on Oldham
Place just off Oldham Street and adjacent to
the City Gate residential scheme and
opposite the large Unite scheme.
The site was originally to be developed as a
residential scheme but plans were shelved in
2008 and has lain empty since. The new
proposals include the development of the site
with a 6 storey building comprising a total of
117 studio apartments which will be aimed at
the student market.

Former National Express, Fraser Street, Liverpool – Anwyl Construction Ltd

Located on the site of the former National
Express coach station this exciting new
scheme from North Wales based Anwyl
Construction will create an important and
high profile gateway scheme in an
increasingly popular student location.
The proposals for the development comprise
two separate blocks with the tallest rising to
15 storeys and comprising a total of 453
student rooms split approximately 80/20
cluster rooms/studios.

33 Devon Street Liverpool - AMA (NW) Development Company Ltd
Located in the heart of New Islington (which is
one of the city’s preferred locations for new
student schemes) this previously consented
student scheme has been resubmitted for
planning. The scheme sits close to the
Falkland House development that was
completed in 2014
The development will now comprise a total of
12 studios and 154 studio rooms. No
announcement has yet been made to to
when/who will develop the scheme.

Illiad Street, Liverpool – Nobles Construction

Located in the north of the city (adjacent to the
recently completed City Point scheme and
adjacent to the under development Fox Halls
schemes) this recently approved scheme will
continue to improve this location as an
affordable alternative to some of the more
established locations in the city.
The proposals comprise a total of 350
bedrooms and will allow Nobles to relocate
from their existing site to a new location.

Bevington Bush student – Bevington Developments Ltd
Located on the edge of the up and coming
Pumpfields district this recently consented site
will continue the city’s expansion to the north
and across Leeds Street. The site also
benefits from its proximity to LJMU Byron
Street campus and the well established
Atlantic Point student village
Fronting onto Scotland Road close to its
junction with Leeds Street the Falconer
Chester Hall designed proposals include a
total of 350,000 sq ft development with 1,019
student flats.

Freeholds/Ground Rents
LATEST NEWS
• Market remains strong but some nervousness on pricing
• Funds looking to buy quality stock with secondary product
losing its appeal/interest
• Student freehold deals more difficult to place
What are Ground Rents?
Ground rents, also known as freeholds, are the regular annual payments paid by the
leaseholder of a property to the owner of the freehold. They are viewed as relatively safe
investments given that they are backed by the underlying asset of the land and buildings. The
leases tend to run for long periods between 125 to 999 years thereby offering a long-term
secure income for investors.
Why is the market booming?
With interest rates at all-time lows and other sources of income generating assets (bonds etc)
close to 0% the interest in ground rent investments has grown dramatically. This has been
further enhanced by the drop in inflation (CPI) to 0% and the ongoing threat of deflation. With
a growing number of these investments offering inflation proofing (RPI increases at regular
reviews) the attractiveness of an index linked investment paying 3-4% is obvious! The low risk
element of the investment is also encouraging longer term money (pension funds etc) to enter
the market safe in the knowledge that should any leaseholders fail to pay their ground rents
then a default could eventually allow the freeholder the right to repossess the property
How can I tap into this growing demand?
If you are a developer/landowner or already own freeholds you will be able to take advantage
of this increasing demand. As a landowner or developer you will be able to create a freehold
investment based upon the future development of your site/scheme. It is imperative that this
is done at the earliest point to ensure that you maximize the freehold value of your asset. As a
freehold owner it is almost guaranteed that you could sell your existing investments for
substantially more that you have bought for/consider their true value
How can City Residential help?
City Residential are one of the leading agents specialising in Freehold/Ground rent sales.
Acting predominately for the seller we are recognised as being one of the market leaders in
the sector focusing on enhancing value for our clients through the following processes:
•
•
•
•
•

Lease set up/maximising freehold value and lease terms
Value enhancement incorporating above preferred lease terms
Whole of market sale route
Freehold sale/progression
Freehold appraisal/valuation
Alan Bevan
0151 231 6100/07970 498187
alan.bevan@cityresidential.co.uk

Finance & Mortgage
(As at 10th April 2016)
In association with

0800 862 0868
Just when we thought mortgage rates could not get any lower we continue to see downward
pressure across most of the markets detailed below. Last quarter saw the longer term fixed
rates fall (5 year to 1.99% and 10 year to 2.75%) whilst this quarter we have seen the 2 year
fixed rate mortgage drop to 1.29%. Talk of a potential reduction in base rates and reducing
wholesale rates have allowed many lenders to become more competitive.
The only real negative news to come out during the quarter was the anticipated
announcement from the PRA (The Prudential Regulation Authority – the arm of the Bank that
regulates banks and the financial sector) who said it wants lenders to make income checks
more stringent for buy-to-let investors and test whether they can still afford their regular
repayments at higher interest rates.

Normal Mortgages
Type
Variable
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Rate
1.75%
1.29%
1.89%
1.99%
2.75%

(Buying and remortgaging)
Period
Fee
Max LTV
Term
£999
65%
2 Year
£1450
75%
3 Year
£975
65%
5 Year
£1995
65%
10 Year
£1499
80%

Lender
Coventry
First Direct
Yorkshire
HSBC
Leeds BS

Help to Buy/95% Mortgages
Type

Rate

Period

Fee

Max LTV

Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

3.68%
3.85%
4.25%
4.39%

2 Year
2.5 Year
3 Year
5 Year

£0
£0
£0
£495

95%
95%
95%
95%

Help to
Buy
YES
YES
YES
YES

Lender
Post Office
Post Office
Post Office
Halifax

Buy to Let Mortgages
Type
Variable
Variable
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Rate
1.93%
3.49%
2.35%
2.59%
3.09%

Period
Tracker/2year
Tracker/term
2 Year
3 Year
5 Year

Fee
£1995
£1999
£1995
£1995
£1995

Max LTV
60%
75%
60%
60%
60%

Lender
Natwest
HSBC
Virgin
Virgin
Skipton

The list of available mortgage offers detailed below is purely intended as a guide and is sourced from Moneyfacts. It is not
intended to be a “best buy” table or offer advice it simply highlights some of the mortgage deals that were available on the
date shown above which have been recommended by a team of independent experts as their best buys.

Source: Moneyfacts (www.moneyfacts.co.uk)
YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE. Written quotations are available from individual lenders. Loans are subject to
status and valuation and are not available to persons under the age of 18. All rates are subject to change without notice. Please check all rates and terms with your lender or financial
adviser before undertaking any borrowing.

Auction Results
Sponsored by
Auction House Liverpool

0151 734 7530
www.auctionhouse.uk.net/liverpool
Listed below are the auction results for properties (apartments) sold in the quarter in the main city centre postcodes (L1, L2 and L3)
or close periphery – city centre side of (L5, L6, L7 and L8)

Address
Apt 1, 150 Upper Parliament St, Liverpool, L8 7LL
32 Canning Street, Liverpool, L8 7NP

Auctioneer
Venmore
Sutton Kersh

Date
17/02/2016
11/02/2016

150 Upper Parliament St

GUIDE £
£60,000
£550,000

SOLD £
£63,000
£550,000

FLOOR
UGF
HMO

Beds
2
9

Baths
1
4

Parking
Yes
No

Ant
Rental*
£525
£4,300

Yield
10.00%
9.38%

32 Canning Street

If you wish to buy properties at this level of pricing City Residential Ltd offer a buying service which will enable you to purchase at levels normally
only available to seasoned investors and landlords – ring us for more details.

HEADLINE BLOG
“Liverpool sees huge investment interest”
Despite the enormous success of Capital of Culture in 2008 and the continual growth of
Liverpool as one of the best cities in the UK to live, work and visit, outside investment in the
city has been hard to come by. Those of us on the ground who have witnessed the
turnaround the city has enjoyed over the last 10 years are still frustrated that the city
continues to be off the radar for many investment funds.
Could this be about to change or indeed has it already changed?
Over the past six months we have seen a huge increase in institutional activity in the city.
Whilst in the past this has been predominantly in the student sector we are now seeing huge
sums of money pouring into the PRS and commercial sector
Some PRS highlights include:
•
•
•
•

Hermes £50 million purchase of Baltic Village from Promenade Estates.
Inhabit/Mercer Real Estates £130 million proposed development of Heaps Mill.
Completion of £40 million Keel PRS scheme by Glenbrook/Moorfield and the
announcement of £45 million second phase of 247 apartments.
Grainger purchase of Kings Dock Mill for £14.5 million.

We have also seen a multitude of commercial deals, the highlights include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aberdeen Asset Management’s acquisition of Albert Dock for circa £42.75 milion.
Shelborn Asset Management £17 million purchase of India Building.
Port of Liverpool Building sold to middle east investor for £27 million
CEG acquisition of Exchange Station building for circa £20 million
London-based Queensberry Real Estate acquisition of Met Quarter for £18 million
Rockspring acquiring for Clayton Square shopping centre in Liverpool for £38.4 million
BHS sale to European investor for £17 million

Adding up all the above deals equates to nearly £500 million of investment. Whilst this may
be below the likes of Manchester and Birmingham it proves that the “tide is changing”. The
more investment that is transacted will also encourage some of those other funds that have
stayed on the sidelines to consider Liverpool as one of the most attractive regional cities in
which to invest.
Along with 36 other companies we recently spent the week supporting Liverpool City Council
at MIPIM – the annual property conference in Cannes, France. Building on the success of last
year all of the delegation reported a strong level of interest in the city and certainly well ahead
of last year.
On a final note Liverpool once again prepares to host IFB (International Festival of Business)
between 13th June – 1st July 2016. Hosted for the 2nd time in Liverpool IFB2016 is a global
marketplace for creating connections and doing deals. It brings together thousands of
businesses from around the world for three weeks of events, networking and deal-making.
Is Liverpool still off the radar for many investment funds? Only to those that can’t be bothered
to get on a train or a plane and find out what they are missing!!

Summary
So another quarter has gone by and the city centre market continues to prosper despite the
best efforts of George Osborne who seems desperate to kill off the buy to let investor in
favour of the first time buyer.
We have highlighted that both the sale and the lettings markets are performing strongly, the
PRS market is continuing to attract substantial investor interest and the city’s commercial
investment market is also performing strongly. We also have a strong political leadership who
seem extremely focused on encouraging outside investment in the city and keen to engage
with the private sector.
Whilst there will no doubt be headwinds around the corner and a full UK recession would be
difficult to withstand we can’t help but feel that the city is in a really good place at the moment
and long may that continue.
Alan Bevan
Managing Director
City Residential
April 2016
0151 231 6100
07970 498187
alan.bevan@cityresidential.co.uk
www.cityresidential.co.uk
NEXT ISSUE: July 2016
You can now also download all back copies of our Liverpool City Centre reports from our website

Be a part of The 500
According to statistics, 89% of clients and customers believed businesses should support
charities and give back to their local communities. Giving back is often on the agenda of
reputable companies however the Claire House Corporate Fundraising Team understands
that finding the time can be hard.
Becoming a member of our prestigious The 500 means, through donating £500 a year over a
three year partnership, you can help Claire House have an income that is predictable and
sustainable.
In return you will benefit from the exclusivity of being a member and secure a link from our
website starting to yours. No strings attached, just an easy way to give back that shows your
customers what you're all about. See http://www.claire-house.org.uk/the500

SUPPORTS
City Residential, Liverpool’s leading city centre residential agent have reinforced their long
term support for Claire House Children’s Hospice by agreeing to a once a year donation
based upon their annual operating profit. Their
commitment, that will last indefinitely, sees the
firm donate 1% of their pre-tax profits to the
Wirral based charity every year. Their first
donation saw them presenting a cheque in early
2015 for £3,812.50 to Helen Carlson at Claire
House (pictured from left Kerry Rogerson-Bevan,
Alan Bevan & Helen Carlson of Claire House)
The ongoing donation from City Residential
comes at a time when Claire House have just
launched a business club to encourage more
businesses to agree to a regular, long term
commitment to the charity. City Residential have
offered to help recruit supporting companies as part of their support for the Charity. They
have also agreed that their sister company Rogerson Bevan Consultancy Ltd will support the
charity.
“We have supported Claire House for over 10 years and this long term commitment is the
least that we can offer a charity that does such wonderful work in looking after children from
all areas of The Northwest” commented Kerry Rogerson-Bevan director of City Residential
“Although there are other children’s hospice’s across the UK Claire House is our local
children’s hospice and their passion and long term commitment in providing care to children
with life limiting life threatening illnesses is second to none and deserves all of our support

THE NORTHWEST’S LEADING RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Do you or a client(s) have a block of apartments in the Northwest?
Do you need someone to manage the lettings/sales/management process?
Would you like to look at unique funding solutions to extract value from the scheme?
Do you understand the value of the freehold and would you like to maximize its value?
Do you require a bulk/investment sale?
City Residential are one of the leading residential specialists in the Northwest. If you can
answer yes to any of the above questions we will almost certainly be able to provide a better
solution to your scheme than you currently have.
RESIDENTIAL CONSULTANCY
Our MD Alan Bevan is widely recognized as being one of the leading residential experts in the
Northwest of England. With a large, rapidly growing team all of whom specialize in residential
we are able to offer the complete package of residential services to all types of clients –
landowners, developers, financiers, developers, institutions and investors.
ASSET MANAGEMENT/PRIVATE RENTED SECTOR
We currently asset manage hundreds of apartments across the Northwest region for
developers, banks, administrators, receivers etc. Whether it be individual lettings,
management, bulk sales, individual sales or financing we will have the solution for your
scheme.
GROUND RENT FREEHOLD DISPOSALS/ADVICE
We are market leaders in the acquisition/disposal of ground rents and freeholds. Acting for
some of the most active funds in the UK we can offer an array of solutions that can maximize
the value of a freehold and release cash to aid a distressed development. We have some
unique models/solutions that can be applied to a residential scheme irrespective to the build
stage.
BULK/FUND SALES
We act for and deal with many of the UK’s leading and most active residential funds. These
funds are genuine buyers and unlike many of the so called “funds” you may have come
across who inevitably fail to perform.

